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European Palooza

Learn more 
Contact Marah Walsh call 

215-208-0293
or email

marahwalsh@gmail.com
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EducationFirst 

Educational Tours 

Sign up today

https://girltrips.eftours.com/
tour-website/2461841AJ

European

Palooza
Included on tour 
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Round-trip flights on major carriers; full-time Tour Director; 

weShare, EF's personalized learning experience; hotels 

with private bathrooms; breakfast and dinner daily. 

Sightseeing: 
The Vatican; Ancient Rome; Venice; Munich; Tower of 

London; Amsterdam 

Entrances: 
Sistine Chapel; St. Peter's Basilica; Colosseum; Roman 

Forum; Accademia, Florence; Glass blowing factory; 

Doge's Palace; Gondola ride, Venice; Dachau; Our Chalet, 

Adelboden; Louvre; Disneyland Paris; Seine River cruise; 

Sacre-Coeur; London theater performance; Tower of 

London; Pax Lodge, London; Anne Frank House; Canal 

cruise, Amsterdam 

Overnight stays: 
Rome (2) 

Florence (1) 

Venice region (2) 

Munich (2) 

Adelboden (2) 

Paris (3) 

London (3) 

Amsterdam (2) 

Sign up today at:
https://girltrips.eftours.com/tour-website/2461841AJ

https://girltrips.eftours.com/tour-website/2461841AJ


Your itinerary 

Day 1 : Fly to Italy 

Board your overnight flight to Rome! 

Day 2: Rome 

Arrive in Rome 
Welcome to Rome, the Eternal City. The city is an incredible mix of 
archaeological gems, Roman genius, Renaissance art and religious 
treasure. As Italy's capital, it is also the bustling heart of this exciting 
country. With its fashionable shopping and cafe-culture, Rome really 
is a unique European experience. 

Exploration time in Rome (time permitting) 
Take an opportunity to sit on the grassy banks of the Circus Maximus 
and imagine what it was like to watch chariot races there. Rome also 
has some of the most fashionable shops to be found anywhere; a trip 
along the Via del Corso confirms this. If not, just find a cafe, order a 
soda and watch the noise and bustle of this fascinating city go by. 

Day 3: Rome 

Guided sightseeing of the Vatican 
The world's largest dome is located in the world's smallest country. 
See both as you tour St. Peter's Basilica, erected in Vatican City on 
the site where the saint was martyred. Enter the basilica under the 
watchful eyes of the brightly dressed Swiss Guard. Inside, admire 
Michelangelo's Pieta and try to find the artist's signature (it is the only 
sculpture he ever signed). Then continue on to the Vatican Museum, 
where elaborate galleries packed with one artistic masterpiece after 
another lead you directly to the Sistine Chapel. Between 1508 and 
1512, Michelangelo painted some of the world's finest pictorial 
images on the Chapel's ceiling. This was his first attempt at working 
in fresco, which he did by standing up and craning backwards from a 
scaffold. 

Guided sightseeing of ancient Rome 
Your guided sightseeing of ancient Rome takes you into the ancient 
Roman Forum, once the heart of the Roman Empire. You will also visit 
the Colosseum, where gladiators once battled for their lives in front of 
50,000 spectators. 

Day 4: Rome I Florence 

Travel via a photo stop in Pisa to Florence 
Journey to Pisa and visit the Field of Miracles for a photo-stop. Here 
you will see the six stories of white marble that form the 12th century 
Leaning Tower of Pisa, along with the adjacent marble cathedral, and 
the neighboring baptistery. 

Arrive in Florence 
Set deep in the heart of Tuscany is one of Italy's jewels. The city of 
Florence has delighted visitors for centuries with its remarkable 
architecture. 

Visit the Accademia gallery 
This simple building, located on Via Ricasoli, houses one of the 
world's true masterpieces in Michelangelo's statue of David. 

Elsewhere, you can see unfinished works by the great artist along 
with other Renaissance treasures. 

Day 5: Florence I Venice region 

Exploration morning in Florence 
Whether sitting by the River Arno, strolling the beautifully housed 
streets or viewing the renaissance masterpieces that fill the city's 
churches and museums, one can only be astonished by the feeling of 
true beauty. Take your time to explore the city this morning, before 
continuing north to Venice. 

Travel to the Venice region 
Arrive in magical Venice, home of Marco Polo. Known globally for its 
gondoliers and glassware, Venice is also a heady mix of busy piazzas 
thronging with pizzerias and cafes, as well as deserted streets 
alongside canals that often lead to hidden gems such as churches or 
local restaurants serving regional delicacies. 

Day 6: Venice region 

Guided sightseeing of Venice 
Begin your sightseeing of la Serenissima (the city's nickname meaning 
"the most serene") at St. Mark's Square, "the finest drawing room in 
Europe," according to Napoleon. Allegedly buried under the altar of 
the basilica are St. Mark's remains, which, in the 11th century, were 
smuggled out of Alexandria in a barrel of salt pork to prevent a 
thorough search by the city's Muslim guards. Also, see the Grand 
Canal and the 324-foot Campanile (Bell Tower), whose steps were 
originally built so that a noble could ascend on horseback. Look for 
the clock where two bronze figures have been striking the hour for 
over 500 years. Venice is also famous for its glassware-you'll see why 
during a glassblowing demonstration. 

Visit the Doges' Palace 
Visit the grand 14th century pink and white Doges' Palace, from 
which mighty Venetian dukes once ruled. Here you'll stroll over the 
Bridge of Sighs, connecting the palace and its prison. As they 
crossed the bridge, prisoners supposedly sighed with perfect 
sadness as they regarded their beautiful city for the last time. 
Casanova made a daring escape from this prison in 1756. (Please 

note that your ticket also includes free entrance to Museo Correr, the 

National Archaeological Museum and the Monumental Rooms of the 

Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana) 

Take a gondola ride 
Later this afternoon, you will enjoy a truly idyllic experience and ride in 
one of the city's many gondolas along some of its finest canals. There 
is no better and more scenic way to explore this city of canals than by 
gondola. 

Day 7: Venice I Munich 

Travel via Innsbruck to Munich 
Located at the intersection of several Alpine passes, Innsbruck is the 
capital of the beautiful Austrian province of Tyrol and the site of two 
Winter Olympics (1964 and 1976). Stop here for a brief while, perhaps 
for lunch! 

Arrive in Munich 
Welcome to Munich! This center of culture boasts over 45 museums, 
10 university buildings and two opera houses. The city is also home to 
the Olympic center with full facilities and more than the occasional 
beer-hall. 
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